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by Wayne Wilburn
Sante Fe is acknowledged for a distinct quality of life attribu ted to its scenic setting, cultural mix, history and arts and
crafts. Wh y should such a city dictate the image of architect ure?
Apparentl y buildings shouldn't differ in the city different.
Santa Fe's Historical District Regulations ar e clear evidence
the city is a proponent of two architectural styles. Existing
regulations govern the core of Santa Fe. New design guidelines
govern the appearance throughout th e city. "The courts have
ruled that beauty is an urban amenity to be sought through
police powers , review boards, and other regulatory measures ;
but they have omitted to set the standards by which beauty may
be defined ..... l The new design review process will govern
building "massing, form, color, proportion, texture and
materials." This brand of citywide beauty and visual harmony is
a blanket of brown conformity. It erases the individual and
historic identity of neighborhoods. Citywide visual cohesion is
neighborhood anonymity. The ordinance states, "architecture
outside the historical district must possess a degree of compatibility with architecture inside the historical district." It further argues the need for "an aesthetically cohesive and harmonious urban townscape" and solicits " respect for the traditional character and quality of wall dominated architecture. "
The city of Santa Fe is a rich weaving of history. Each thread,
or townscape. embodies the truths of a distinct era . Historic
preservation attempts to preserve and/or rehabilitate environments that are significant to contributing to or supportive
of history. Historic styles were historically responsive to place,
time , and idea. Spanish/Pueblo Revival or the Santa Fe Style is
evidence of Santa Fe's heritage to be respected and overcome.
The practice of Pueblo and Territorial styles is misconstrued as
historic preservation by the public. Th e city condones and enforces their use, perpetuating the lack of respect and
acknowledgment that Italianate-Bracketed , Queen Anne,
Gothic Revival , Romanesque Revival, French Second Empire,
Georgian Revival, Neo- Classical Revival , Mission Revival,
Bungalow, Moorish Revival, Prairie, and Franchise styles compose the city's pluralistic history. Th e guidelin es are skewed to
favor indigenous southwestern design. They illustrate our society's obsession with outward appearances and vogue fashions.
Should architects affect or reflect social change?
The ordinance was justified in the interest of Santa Fe's social
and economic welfare. Wayne Thowless,the city's urban
designer has said the " need for such an ordinance can be summed
up in two words: "Cerrillos Road." Architects and planner~ as
general strategists need to understand and respect the values Implicit in a culture or subculture. The once- vibrant glitz of th e
automobile era exemplified in Santa Fe by Cerrillos Road's
'Motel Row', isn't forgotten. The Yucca and El Paseo driv e-in
theaters stand as last icons in a history-conscious city. By ignoring this area's past and present anthropological identity, the ordinance has imposed an absolute divinity in earth - toned pastels
and pseudo -loadbearing wall facades.
Architectural Record reports a similar phenomenon in Albuquerque. "Rather than celebrate Central Avenue's high- spirited
idiosyncrasies, many architects working in Albuquerque today
have turned their backs on the strip, preferring to design
everything from single- family houses to spec office towers as
grim brown-stucco boxes. These unconvincing exercises in
adobe recall, rationalized as indigenous 'Southwestern; are in
truth no more native to Albuquerque than they would be to any
other Sunbelt metropolis."2
The Santa Fe style is a marketing device for tourism. It utilizes
buildings as billboards. The conception of this style, as exhibited
on the New Mexico Building of the 1915 California-Pacific International Exposition, "was twofold: 1st: To awaken local interest in preservation of the Old Santa Fe ... 2nd : To advertise

the unique and unrivaled possibilit ies of the city as 'THE
TO URIST CENTER OF TH E SOUTHWEST."3 Th e city's new
guidelines are a reaction to franchise architecture such as Long
Joh n Silver's, Taco Bell, and Pizza Hu t. Th ese buildings, designed by the home office, are adve rt isements. Th e ordinance is contradictory. It allows designers to practice a double standard by
restrictin g foreign expression whil e it freely solicits the Santa Fe
Style. Buildin gs as billboards do not constitute responsive design ,
wheth er they sell pizzas or pueblos. Buildings should do mor e
than occup y space; they should consciously define, enclose and
inhabit it responsibly.
An attitude toward promoting Pueblo and Territorial styles
has given birth to propagandist writers soliciting an allencompassing Santa Fe Style. The doctrine of these stylists promote earth-toned conformity and augments an ' us versus them'
group egoism. A Pueblo reactionary attitude thrives in Santa Fe.
It feverishly repaints everything in its path in a barbaric brown
rage. Loyalty to an ideology shouldn't reduce openness to opposing dialogue. Stylistic groups specialize in a narrow rendition of
expression by practicing design as habit rather than inquiry. Examination of a problem may negate a forced image or idea. The
design process is exploratory and evolutionary. Its metaphysics
require continuous scrutiny to avoid complacency.
The planning department was assigned the impossible task of
defining and guiding correct architectural expression. "Unfortunately the resulting ordinance will screen out unconventional
and innovative designs.?' Robert Venturi said in Learning From
Las Vegas: Beauty escapes in the pursuit of safety, which promotes a simplistic sameness over a varied vitality. It withers
under the edicts of toda y's aging architectural revolutionaries ..
who have achieved aesthetic certainty (Venturi pI61-165).
Eclectic diversity accommodates healthy design evolution and
public awareness. By restricting cross cultural and corporate exchange of design ideas the city condones a community selfcenteredness. The idiom of the ordinance is disturbing. Winston
Churchill stated, "We shape our buildings and afterwards our
buildings shape us." Citi es are libraries of built ideas reflecting
the spirit of their inhabitants. By editing expression, the ordinance narrows the imagination of its citizens. The ideology of
th e ordinance contradicts core American values: freedom of expression and freedom of choice. It advocates conformity, complacency, and the rewriting of history to reflect standards in
vogue rather than truth.
Society is ultimately an architect's client. Why can't architects
and planners design in a manner that celebrates the richness and
complexity of life by respecting and understanding the past as a
source of insight, information and inspiration; building in the
present by solving modern problems with appropriate technique, craft and idea; revering th e future through conscious, considerate designs of longevity , value and dignity? Architects and
planners have an obligation to educate versus merely to appease
their patronage.
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